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1 - INTRODUCTION 
We start with a short presentation of the state of science in Sub-Saharan Africa  excluding 
Sub-Africa which is quite different from other countries in the region. The second section is 
devoted to some propositions which can help Sub-Saharan African countries benefit from 
globalization in the domain of science and technology. 
 
2 – SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA  
According to the European Organization for Cooperation and Development, one can 
distinguish three phases in the study globalization : internalisation which starts from the 
second part of the nineteenth century, transnationalization which begins with the end of the 
second world war and globalization which has followed the dislocation of the soviet block. 
The historic snapshot presented here concerns Sub-Saharan Africa excluding South Africa. It 
is done following the three phases identified by Waast7 and which can be put in parallel with 
the globalization phases as follows : 

- internationalization and colonial science (. – 1960) ; 
- transnationalization and the development of national science policies (1960 - 1980) ; 
- globalization and free market for scientific work. 

 
Colonial science 
As explained by Mve Ondo4, colonial science “participated in the legitimation of the imperial 
and colonial enterprise. There were the early beginnings of the globalization of science, the 
primary objective of which was not one of sharing, but of serving the interests of the colonial 
powers. For the colonialist, it was not a question of organizing and sharing knowledge, but of 
occupying and exploiting conquered lands : mapping out of new territories, drawing up an 
inventory of natural resources, studying and controlling tropical diseases, a better 
understanding of the colonized populations and their cultures in order to make it easier to 
control them”. 
 In this period, there was no local preoccupation for technology development. It was 
understood that technology was produced in the North and Africa was just a consumption 
field. This scheme is similar to the flow of exchanges where raw materials are extracted in 
Africa, processed in Europe and manufactured products are sent back to Africa. This phase 
has resulted in considerable realizations in the domain of science : 

- organization : creation of research institutes employing full-time researchers ; 
these institutes were decentralized in British colonies, whereas in French colonies, 
coordination was ensured by agencies such as ORSTOM and CIRAD ; 

- strategic choices : priority was given to agriculture and health ; 
- results and impact : very important results were obtained with a real impact on 

areas such as food production, tropical diseases eradication and oral literature. 



 

 

Let us note that this period which corresponds to increasing liberalization of exchanges is also 
marked by the reinforcement of legislations for the restriction of migratory movements after 
the first world war. This shows that globalization is not a natural process but is rather the 
result of political and economic strategies aiming at attaining some predefined objectives.  
 
National science 
This period starts in the 1960’s with the independence of African countries. Governments 
make strong policy statements in favour of science and technology as a foundation for socio 
economic development. This period is market by : 

- africanization of research staff ; 
- nationalization of research agencies ; 
- development of universiy institutions. 

Unfortunately, there was no effort on concept production or re-contextualization. In French 
speaking Africa, great emphasis was put on cultural idientities and “negritude” even 
proclaimed that “emotion is Negro and science is Hellenic”.  
 
Free market for scientific work 
This period starts in the 1980’s with the structural adjustment plans imposed by the 
International Monetary Fund. It is characterized by : 

- The declaration of IMF and other stakeholders saying that scientific research and 
higher education are not priority sectors for Africa ; 

- the decrease of budgets devoted to science and technology. In some countries 
some research institutes were even closed ; 

- salary cut and freezing of recruitment of research staff.  
Curiously, governments which had invested huge amount of money in science and 
technological institutions as we have seen earlier, could have tried to use science and 
technology as a tool to solve the economic crisis. Unfortunately, they rather accepted without 
great resistance the theory developed by multilateral stakeholders and which was simply the 
renunciation of science. 
 The consequence on human resources was dramatic as researchers were obliged to 
look for individual survival solutions : 

- most of the young scholars educated in science and technology in western 
countries do not come back to their home countries.  

- science and technology staff tend to migrate from Africa to Europe and North 
America, looking not only for better salaries but also better working conditions ; 

- topics tackled by researchers are dictated not by local needs but by foreign donors. 
 
3 - HOW TO PREPARE FOR A BETTER FUTURE 
Rather than going through a catalogue of measures already available in excellent reports 
published among others by UNESCO and UNU, I will rather insist on some aspects chosen 
according to my personal experience. 
 
Give more chance to science and technology organizations  
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural organization5 (UNESCO) covers the 
wide range of science and culture, and operated at all levels of the education. The United 
Nations University6 (UNU) is a worldwide network pursuing through its programmes of 
knowledge generation, knowledge transfer and capacity development. The “Agence 
Universitaire de la Francophonie”3 (AUF) and Association of Commonwealth Universities1 
(ACU), are two institutions which involve hundreds of French and English speaking 
universities respectively, and whose cooperation programmes cover a large range of domains. 



 

 

The Academy of Science for the Developing World (TWAS) too, is an autonomous 
international organization with more than 700 members from 81 countries that promotes 
scientific capacity and excellence in the South. The initiatives undertaken by the Bill Gates 
foundation and other similar organizations must also be encouraged. 
 
Real appropriation of scientific concepts in basic and secondary education 
I am afraid that, when you question some university students on the meaning of the 
mathematical expression “4 times 5”, ninety percent of them will say that “4 times 5 means 
four five times”. The same can be observed of other fundamental scientific notions which 
have not really been mastered by students and cannot therefore be applied correctly. 
 
Strengthening self confidence by progressive transition 
When solving a problem, the adoption from the outset of the most sophisticated solution is not 
efficient and may even lead to technological oppression. For instance, e-learning in Africa 
may not prevent the development  of education by radio communication and mobile telephone 
forums, whose tools are already owned by most Africans, even in rural areas. In the same 
way, CISCO academies funded by the Japanese TICAD initiative which combine e-learning 
and the presence of local instructors are more efficient than 100% on-line curricula.  
 
Bridging science and technology, technology and innovation, ideas and policies 
The scientific and technological knowledge already mastered by African countries is not fully 
converted into development activities. In the same way, there is a confusion between good 
ideas and the elaboration of efficient policies. Very important initiatives have been done in 
this area by the Global Development Network (GDN).  
 
Globalization must not destroy world diversity 
Diversity gives a chance to everyone to seek specific knowledge for the solution of local 
problems, while benefiting from the global knowledge developed worldwide. In this way, 
science and technology will not be an oppression tool owned by those who can develop 
sophisticated technologies. Automobile industry is a very good example, where local research 
is necessary to conceive cars adapted to local conditions. Even when the technology is used 
uniformly, local contexts must be taken into account as can be seen from the success of the 
Digital Campuses of AUF, in comparison with the problems encountered by the African 
Virtual University 
 
Improving cooperation programmes 
We provide here as an example, the 11 principles proposed by the Swiss Commission for 
Research Partnership with Developing Countries2 (KFPE). Members of the research 
partnership between industrialised and developing countries may : “decide on objectives 
together – build up mutual trust – share information, develop networks – share responsibility 
– create transparency – monitor and evaluate the collaboration – disseminate results – share 
profits equitably – increase research capacity – build on the achievements”. In the next section 
we emphasize the necessity of taking technology into account in cooperation programmes.  
 
Insert technology and innovation as components in economic and financial agreements 
Usually, economic cooperation is treated independently of scientific cooperation. For 
instance, the current debt reduction initiatives provide nothing for science and technology and 
the financial resources available are devoted mainly to basic and secondary education. The 
idea of inserting science and technology in the global framework of cooperation is already 
present in the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) documents, the strategy 



 

 

of  European Union for Africa and the strategic plan of the African Development Bank. 
However, it is necessary to treat technology and innovation as components distinct from 
science, by inserting them within commercial contracts, as it is done for instance in 
aeronautics with China.  
 
CONCLUSION 
Science has arrived in Africa as an imported “finished product”. Little effort has been made to 
valorized local knowledge and practices which, in the colonial period were qualified as 
barbaric, savage or primitive, as exemplified in the first version of the Cameroonian National 
Anthem. As a consequence, education to science is perceived by most Africans not as a 
universal process aimed at helping people to improve their old practices and master their 
environment, but rather as a bridge which can let them move from their ancestral and 
valueless practices to the modern European world. This is why even today, progress in 
education is not converted in Africa into real improvement in the area of societal organization 
and living conditions. In a strategic domain such as energy, very simple measures could be 
taken to reduce consumption and save money but very little is done. How is it possible then to 
promote high level research in this domain ? 

On the one hand, there is a dichotomy between science and technology.  It is 
recognized that local effort is necessary for the diagnosis of African problems and the 
development of specific scientific tools for their solution. On the other hand, it is implicitly 
assumed that the technology implementing the scientific solutions is of a universal nature and 
can be developed in the North and transferred directly to the south through finished products. 
This situation must change. 

Following Mve Ondo4, we can conclude that progress in science and technology in 
Africa requires not only financial and organisational measures, but also a “certain number of 
radical breaks : a break with traditional ways of thinking ; a break with the rejection of 
science as white man’s business ; a break too with consumerist mimesis ; and lastly a break 
with the commodification of knowledge”. Progress in this social aspect will lead to 
tremendous improvements as it can be seen in areas such as the fight against malaria and HIV 
Aids where the simple tools of impregnated mosquito nets and preservatives are very 
efficient. 
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